Valuing the Prestigious Support;

Khwendo Kor will acknowledge the intended support through;
- Facilitating visits of sponsor to his/her beneficiaries and facility.
- Sharing School progress report with photograph periodically
- Sharing school Financial and organizational audit reports
- Acknowledging the contribution of the donor on KK websites.

How We Will Go Together;

- Identifying location with minimum 50 out of school girls
  KK – 100%

- Mapping for identifying local educated girl willing for teaching and identifying free of cost building for te school in the community
  KK – 100%

- Formation and orientation of PTC/VEC to supervise governance of the school
  KK – 100%

- Regular meetings with PTC/VEC during school establishment and ensuring enrollment
  KK – 100%

- Teachers training on pedagogy, psycho social counseling, class room management and record keeping
  KK – 100%

- PTC/VEC training on conducting meetings and developing meeting minutes, Psycho social counseling, school supervision and net working
  KK – 100%

- School supplies – teaching and learning material, mats, blackboards, books, stationery, uniforms, school bags etc
  KK – 20%

- Assessments – Three times per annum
  KK – 20%

- Co-Curricular activities Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting
  KK – 20%
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  KK – 20%
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  KK – 20%

- School supplies – teaching and learning material, mats, blackboards, books, stationery, uniforms, school bags etc
  KK – 20%
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  KK – 20%
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  KK – 20%

KVK’s Achievements IN EDUCATION

KK has a reputation for delivering high quality development programs for women and their families and doing so with honesty and transparency. In the field of education, its achievements include;
- 2,753 women became literate through Adult Literacy Centers.
- 20,000 girls & boys completed primary education, 82% girls & 18% boys.
- 1,645 girls completed middle education in KK community based schools.
- Increasingly the graduated students are becoming teachers both in government and own community based schools.
- One student of KK community based school has got admission in Jinnah Medical College Lahore.

Recognitions And Membership

- I am the change 2013 award by engro foundation
- One Hundred (Unseen) Powerful Women’ by One World Action's Blog (UK) - 2011
- Human Rights award from President of Pakistan – 2011
- Human Rights award from President of Pakistan – 2011
- National Fatima Jinnah Presidential Medal - 2010
- National Fatima Jinnah Presidential Medal - 2010
- International Union for Conservation of Nature - 2007 Award
- Nominated for Nobel Peace Prize 2005 among one of the 1000 women
- Received Fatima Jinnah Award - 2003
- The Human Rights Award from International Labor Organization (ILO) - 2001
- The PNC Sitar-e-Imtiaz 2001, a National Presidential Award
- UN Recognition Awards 2000 for its services in developing and promoting women’s and children’s rights
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Why Adopt a Girl Student?
Throughout Pakistan, nearly half all girls of school age are out of school because of cultural restraints, low household income, early marriages and non-availability of government schools. In KP and FATA, these figures are massively worse and contribute to ongoing high levels of illiteracy, poverty, poor health, family sizes and poor living conditions. The accompanying low status of women contributes to the prevalence of gender based violence and discriminatory cultural and traditional practices.

Khwendo Kor is a registered non-profit, non-partisan organization. We have been working in KP and FATA for women empowerment since 1993 and we focus on developing four main, inter-linked services: Education, Health, Civil Rights, Economic Empowerment as well as advocating for policy improvement in all these area and responding to humanitarian crises where these arise. Our aim is to create Viable Villages where improvements are sustained through the active involvement of the communities, including women and children, in identifying which are priority needs and then working together to see how all four areas can be developed.

You Have the Choice of;

1. Adopt a School:
One or more than one school can be adopted for a certain period of time as follows;
Adopt a school having 50 Girl Children
Amount needed for one Year: PKR. 200,000/-
Amount needed for one Month: PKR. 16,667/-

Your Support will Cover
- Teachers salary
- Education Facilitator’s salary
- School building & utilities
- Meetings and capacity building of PTC/VEC
- School supplies, mats, coolers and blackboard etc

2. Adopt a student:
One or more than one students can be adopted for a certain period of time as follows
Support a Girl Student
Amount needed for one year PKR. 6,000/-
Amount needed for one month Pak. 500/-

Your Support will Cover
- Teachers salary
- Education Facilitator’s salary
- School building & utilities
- Meetings and capacity building of PTC/VEC
- School supplies, mats, coolers and blackboard etc

3. Occasional support
Unmet needs at any of the KK run community based school can be addressed through providing cash or kind. For example setting up of school library, furniture and teachers salaries etc.

You Can Sponsor;
- A library - PKR. 50,000/-
- Sports Week - PKR. 20,000/-
- Health and hygiene awareness day - PKR. 15,000/-
- Prize distribution Ceremony - PKR. 10,000/-
- Sports material for the school - PKR. 10,000/-
- Uniform for children of a school: PKR 15,000/-

Account Number: 1697-0005686201
Habib Bank, Suaid Dheri Branch (Near KTH Hospital), University Town, Peshawar, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa-Pakistan For overseas transfers:
IBAN: PK HABB 00-1697-0005686201

Ramina a student graduated from KK school states:

I still remember when KK opened a school in our village in Dir in 2002. There was no local teacher and we were taught by a non local teacher. After completing my primary education KK convinced my family to allow me to continue my secondary education. I am so proud that now I am serving as a teacher in one of KK community based school.

Ramina
Teacher—Community based school Zarbag—Dir Lower